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Ice cream or sorbet, red meat or fish, fruits or pastries, eggs or oatmeal-our lives are filled with
options about what we consume. That is why Lori Smolin and Mary Grosvenor's Nutrition:
Technology and Applications, 4/E helps you understand how to analyze nutritional info and
apply your understanding to the nutrition issues you face on a daily basis. Included are chapter
outlines, multiple-choice questions, short-response review questions, and a variety of learning
activities. Student Study Guide Designed to be used alongside Nourishment, 4E this author
created study guideline provides students with an abundance of mate rial to greatly help make
sure that they are effective in the course. Furthermore, this edition includes a new chapter,
Meeting Nutrient Needs: Food Versus Supplements, which discusses the benefits and
disadvantages of meeting nutritional desires with foods, fortified foods, and supplements, along
with the role of herbs. Now updated to include the new Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs)
published in nov 2002, the Fourth Edition offers brand-new and expanded protection of such
cutting-edge nutritional topics as the relationship between genetics and bodyweight regulation
and the ecological influence of genetically modified foods and organic food production.
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Excellent Text and Reference for Nutritionists and Physicians Using this university text for a
sophisticated senior high school course on Nutrition. Five Stars Just as description provided. Do
you read and understand food labels? Understand RDA? This is a very good textbook, and my
mother or father wants to keep it as a reference, since it contains information to be able to
calculate caloric requirements, explain food groups, and connect to all current government
nourishment websites, such as Choose My Plate. Fair condition Bad condition. The book was
great. Any useful information? Downright painful to make use of as an e-book The look of the
ebook is almost unusable. I tried one of my e-physics books on kindle from a different publisher
and I was able to flip webpages and search keywords effortlessly, so it is due to the weird
restraints/style that Wiley placed on the material. It is a discomfort to use, as Kindle for Personal
computer and Kindle for Android struggle to flip web pages or even do looks for keywords. Solid
textbook for nutrition class I really enjoyed reading this textbook. It was thorough more than
enough that I fully understood the ideas, but also succinct. I understand this is an older edition,
but as far as I could tell the up to date edition only makes changes to the sections on the up to
date meals pyramid/myplate stuff. This textbook was very clear and readable. Loved just how it
highlighted all of the important conditions and had clear paragraph headers therefore i knew
exactly what to read when studying. I really dislike authors that go off on long tangents. I used
this older (and cheaper) edition and had no complications in class.gov. Well to begin with there
were two hole on one of the pages... Mostly fluff It has what you need to pass your nutrition
course in college.A fresh edition is developing this season, but this book is still current, and
written by university nutrition professors. I learned so much out of this book about eating right
and taking care of my body. I bought this publication for a nutrition class but it . Choline is barely
mentioned. Bioavailability is barely mentioned, neither is certainly genetic distinctions, or
antinutrients. Great info I would have preferred to really have the hard duplicate of this book.
These diet PhD's focus an excessive amount of on individual nutrients that they just forget
about food quality. The book was great. Uni text book Needed this for uni as it was no longer
available in SA and because it is so useful finding used is almost difficult. There is a newer
edition out. Used it for schoolOn every page they lecture you on saturated extra fat intake, and
tell you firmly to eat more healthful whole grains. However the shipping is sooner than expected
and I thank the human beings who delivered it . Also some of the web pages were not lined up
neatly like that should for a binder. It was easy to find the material I . Barely. Neither is food
quality. so much good information. Better feeding on through nagging? That's how it seems
when you read this book. Filled with one sided views about nutrition and a lot of nagging about
how to consume to 'save the environment'. The only good hting about it can be the calorie
breakdown of foods.What's in this reserve may be the same fluff that you could get from
reading USDA's website. I bought this publication for a nutrition course nonetheless it has
inspire me to take nourishment seriously... She will be able to explain nutritional must her
sufferers and their parents. It had been easy to find the material I was looking for, and it had
updated material that was proof based. We calculated nutritional needs (calories and food
choices) for the common student, the athlete, the individual who needs to improve his diet plan,
restrict calories, decrease body fat, and we've been in a position to do extensive food label
evaluation using this book. Perfect Good Book Good book. Just as expected and simply because
needed.
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